
 
Avalanche Forecast for Sunday, March 17, 2019 

  
 

The Bottom Line 
Wind slabs sitting on top of a melt/freeze crust make up today’s avalanche hazard. These should be easy to 
identify by their smooth, white appearance when contrasted next to the dirty, textured, exposed melt/freeze 
surface. This melt/freeze surface presents a long, sliding fall hazard that makes bringing crampons, an ice axe, 
and the ability to use them effectively mandatory for travel today. Avalanche danger will be LOW at all aspects 
and elevations. Keep in mind the consequences of triggering even a small a avalanche would be a long, sliding 
fall with limited ability to self-arrest; be sure to factor this into decision-making today. 
 

Mountain Weather 

After a warm second half of the work week, temperatures began their plunge Friday night, falling from 32F 
midnight on Friday to 0F 24 hours later. Wind from the west blew in the 70 mph range Saturday, dropping 
slightly after dark to the 50 mph range. Snow showers delivered 2.3” of snow to the summit and 1.5” to Hermit 
Lake at 3800’. Today, light snow this morning may accumulate up to another inch (likely less) with a current W 
wind of 70 mph decreasing to 40-60 mph midday. Temperatures will increase slightly this afternoon, but expect 
a cold day overall. Monday should see skies clearing with temperatures staying around 0F. 
 

Primary Avalanche Problem 

                                 
                Wind Slab                                Aspect/Elevation                                Likelihood                        Size 
Newly formed, isolated wind slabs can be found on slopes with an easterly aspect at mid and upper elevations. 
These will be stubborn to a trigger and small in size. Wind speeds yesterday were capable of scouring some 
locations, so expect a good amount of spatial variability of today’s avalanche problem. With good visibility, 
especially later in the morning or afternoon, it should be easy to identify and avoid the avalanche problem. 
 
Snowpack and Avalanche Discussion 
New snow that fell yesterday contained graupel as well as experienced breaks in snowfall and slight dips in wind 
speeds. While some bonding at the interface of new and old snow may have taken place, interfaces in the new 
snow due to changing conditions as the snow arrived will likely be the culprit of an avalanche today should someone 
get a crack to propagate. The old snow is still in the process of refreezing after the thaw this past week. At 
mid-elevations yesterday, trails were supportable, but any off trail travel involved postholing. The continuing freeze 
today will lessen the amount of postholing, but also increase the hazard of long, sliding falls. Crampons and ice axes 
will be necessary for moving safely in avalanche terrain and flotation may be required to get to avalanche terrain. 
Despite the snowpack settling almost 7” at our snowplots during the thaw, no open holes were observed above 
3500’ and stream crossings remain frozen. 
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Please Remember: Safe travel in avalanche terrain requires training and experience. This forecast is just one of many decision making 
tools. You control your own risk by choosing where, when, and how you travel. Understand that the avalanche danger may change when 
actual weather differs from the weather forecast.  For more information contact the Forest Service Snow Rangers, the AMC at the 
Pinkham Notch Visitor Center, or the caretakers at Hermit Lake Shelters or at the Harvard Cabin. 

 


